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Instructions for Authors
Sustainable Resources Management Journal (SRMJ) is an open access monthly published
journal. SRMJ is accepting original research articles, review articles and technical notes.
SRMJ is an International Peer-Reviewed Journal accepting original research manuscripts. All
submitted articles should be original, previously unpublished research results. Submitted
articles must not be under consideration for publication elsewhere.
This journal presents articles addressing natural science with focusing on: water resources
management, sustainability of water resources, ground and surface water quality and quantity,
water use and reuse, desalination, sustainable waste management, recycling and waste to
energy.
Submit your manuscript through submission system. A manuscript number will be mailed to
submission@srwj.se, the corresponding author within 48 hours.
SRMJ only accepts manuscript through electronic submission and encourages authors to
submit their manuscripts via email attachment including the text, tables, and figures using
Microsoft word document.
Covering letter: The names of author(s), institutional full address including the corresponding
author’s email address should be sent in a letter format via e-mail message to the editor along
with the manuscript. The name of the corresponding author should be marked with asterisk (*)
for identification.
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Page and font size: Your paper must use a page size corresponding to A4 which is 210mm
(8.27") wide and 297mm (11.69") long. The margins must be set as follows: Top = 19mm (1")
Bottom = 43mm (1") Left = Right = 14.32mm (1"). Your paper must be in one column format
with a space of 4.22mm (0.17") between columns. All paragraphs must be indented. All
paragraphs must be justified, i.e. both left-justified and right-justified. The entire document
should be in Times New Roman or Times font. Type 3 fonts must not be used. Other font types
may be used if needed for special purposes. Title must be in 14 pt Bold font. Author name must
be in 12 pt Regular font. Author affiliation and corresponding author must be in 9 pt Italic.

The Title should be a brief phrase describing the contents of the paper. The Title Page should
include the authors’ full names and affiliations, the name of the corresponding author along
with phone, fax and E-mail information. Present addresses of authors should appear as a
footnote.
Author (s): Authorship should be limited to those who have contributed substantially to the
work. Please note the corresponding author’s name and corresponding e-mails should be
giving. Authors’ name should be written by family name or surname, their given names should
be shortened to initials.
The authors’ affiliation (s) should be written below their names.
The Abstract should be enlightening and totally personal description, in brief present the topic,
state the scope of the experiments, indicate significant data, and point out major findings and
conclusions. The abstract should not exceed 350 words. Complete sentences, active verbs, and
the third person should be employed, the abstract should be written in the past tense.
Standard nomenclature should be used and abbreviations should be avoided.
The key words: below the abstract, about 3 to 9 keywords should be listed that will provide
indexing references.
The Introduction should provide a clear statement of the problem, the relevant literature on
the subject, and the proposed approach or solution. It should be comprehensible to
academicians around the globe of scientific disciplines.
Materials and methods: Subheadings should be used. Methods, procedure or formula use
should be complete enough to allow experiments to be reproduced. However, only authentic
procedures should be described in detail; previously published procedures should be cited, and
significant modifications of published procedures should be stated in brief.
Results should be presented with clearness and accuracy. The results, procedure should be
written when describing the authors’ analysis, theory test, investigation and experimental
outcomes. Previously published results should be written as in present events. Results should
be explained fundamentally with its outcomes.

The Discussion should interpret the findings in view of the results obtained in this and in past
studies on this topic. State the conclusions in a few sentences at the end of the paper. The
Results and Discussion sections can include subheadings, and when appropriate, both sections
can be combined.
The Acknowledgments create an opportunity of appreciation of colleagues, institutions,
companies, organization, grants and sponsorship. Acknowledgement should be brief.
Tables should be kept to a minimum and be designed to be as simple as possible. Each table
should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals and supplied with a heading and a
legend if any. Tables included in the text. Tables should be self-explanatory without reference
to the text. The details of the methods used in the experiments should preferably be described
in the legend instead of in the text. The same data should not be presented in both table and
graph form or repeated in the text.
Figure legends should be typed in numerical order included in the text. Graphics should be
prepared using applications capable of generating high resolution GIF, TIFF, JPEG or PowerPoint
before pasting in the Microsoft Word manuscript file. Tables should be prepared in Microsoft
Word. Use Arabic numerals to designate figures and upper case letters for their parts (Figure 1).
Begin each legend with a title and include sufficient description so that the figure is
understandable without reading the text of the manuscript. Information given in legends
should not be repeated in the text.
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Sustainable Resources Management Journal strongly encourages authors to use any citation
software while writing. However, using EndNote in Microsoft Word to ensure that the format is
correct is highly recommended.
The reference and citing in the Journal is following: Elsevier Harvard (with titles) citation style.
References: In the text, a reference identified by means of an author‘s name should be
followed by the date of the reference in parentheses e.g. John (2013), Marcos et al. (2001),
(Jimme 2013), (Hans and Ronny 2014). When there are more than two authors, only the first
author‘s name should be mentioned, followed by ’et al‘. In the event that an author cited has
had two or more works published during the same year, the reference, both in the text and in
the reference list, should be identified by a lower case letter like ’a‘ and ’b‘ after the date to
distinguish the works.
References should be listed at the end of the paper in alphabetical order. Articles in
preparation or articles submitted for publication, unpublished observations, personal
communications, should not be included in the reference list but should only be mentioned in
the manuscript (e.g., Mark. K, University of Wisconsin, U.S.A). Authors are fully responsible for
the accurate citing of the references.
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Foreign language items: Items listed in the references that were published in a language other
than English will be listed as originally published and without translation. Any foreign language
item in the text (e.g. the title of a book: a quotation) should be followed by an English
translation (to be supplied by the author of the article).
Proofs and Preview: Electronic proofs will be sent via e-mail attachment to the corresponding
author as a PDF file. Page proofs are considered to be the final version of the manuscript. With
the exception of typographical or minor errors, no changes will be made in the manuscript at
the proof stage.
Reprints: Authors can reprints copy of their published manuscript from the journal website, for
authors ordering high-quality reprints or bound reprints for published articles may contact the
editors to enquire information about ordering and charges.
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